Quilt Beginnings

Kimberbell Main Street Celebration Bench Pillow
Supply List
Instructor: Pam Churches
Dates: Thursday, May 6th, 10 a.m. – 5 p.m.
Note: You must have an embroidery machine with a minimum 6”x10” hoop size
in order to complete this pillow. (5x7 hoop requires mutltiple hoopings)
Required Pattern: Main Street Celebration Embroidery CD by Kimberbell
Project description: This adorable bench pillow, complete with flashing
lights that serve as fireworks, has loads of embellishments. Learn several
embroidery techniques while creating this 16 x 38 inch bench pillow.
Although you will not complete this project in class, you will learn the fundamentals
necessary to embroider all of the blocks, as well as tips and tricks for sewing the blocks
together, assembling the border and adding the tiny fairy lights.

Fabric requirements: Fabric kits available at quilt beginnings
Refer to the back of the CD for fabric requirements if not purchasing
the fabric kit.
Embellishment kit is optional but finishes the bench pillow with
maximum effect. The embellishment kit includes all of the mylar, clear vinyl
and glitter vinyl, buttons, printed flags, etc., flashing lights, and buttons.
Tear away stabilizer for seven hoopings; (stitch and wash by Floriani
is highly recommended)
Wash away stabilizer will be needed for embroidered embellishments
Tear away will be needed for smaller pennats that are completed in
embroidery hoop
Kimberbell orange pop rectangular rulers are optional but quite hepful
for sizing finished blocks
1 yard SF101 to interface background fabric for each of the seven
scenes
Embroidery threads to match and /or contrast with your fabrics
Prewound bobbins and a couple of empty bobbins to wind matching
thread for free standing embroideries
.
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Other Supplies:

Stiletto to pierce openings for fairy lights
Embroidery tape (RNK pink tape or Kimberbell tape)
Applique scissors and snips
Point turner for completing pillow corners
Pillow form or create your own pillow if you choose to make your project a
bench pillow. Feel free to bind the finished project to use as a wall hanging.
Batting or battilizer if you choose to quilt the top prior to construction.
Finished size is approximately 16” x 38” so 1 ¼ yard of battilizer is perfect for
quilting.
Embroidery Machine Supplies:
Embroidery machine, embroidery arm, embroidery foot, power cord
4x4 hoop and 6x10 or larger hoop
Stabilizers as listed in “fabric requirements”

Prior to Class:
1. Print off all instructions from the required CD and bring to class. Transfer
your machine’s file format for the pillow from the CD to a USB.
In order to save time during class, precut your fabric as listed on page 3 of the
instructions; note that page 6 indicates how to make the best use of the fabric.
2.**Iron SF!01 interfacing to the back of the background fabric. This
is the first fabric listed on page 3 of the instrutions. After adhering the
interfacing to the fabric, cut the seven background blocks as instructed. It is
much easier to inter-face first, then cut so you do not get interfacing glue on
either your iron or ironing board. If everyone comes to class prepared, we will
be able to get started immediately.
Due to COVID19 restrictions, the class is limited to 12 participants, each utilizing
their own table. Masks must be worn at all times in class; food is not permitted in
the classroom. Since this is an all day class, we will break for lunch. You may sew
during this time, eat outside or in your car, or pick up lunch; no instruction will take
place during this time.
Please make sure you bring all of the pieces and parts for your machine as the store
does not have an excess inventory of machine accessories.

LOOKING FORWARD TO SEEING YOU IN CLASS!
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